
Happiness Starts in Your Kitchen 

Contact us

www.fotile.com.au

There is no single definition of happiness, but most families have a 
“sense of happiness” that is actually similar—— with warmth, 
fragrance, company, sharing, and a flow of emotions. Thus, the 
kitchen is an integral part of creating this sense of happiness.
For 26 years, FOTILE has from start to finish strived to bring “happiness” 
to millions of families.

We are dedicated to finding better ways of dealing with cooking 
fumes, making kitchens more open, and returning the kitchen to the 
center of the household after being relegated to the corners. Food 
preparation will never again be a lonely task, but rather an activity 
where people can see each other, work together, and share their joy. 
Using increasingly specialized technology and improved quality, we 
help more people understand the joy of cooking and perceive the 
true beauty of life. From nutrition to taste, we exercise meticulous 
diligence so that your family is never disappointed. 

We ensure that your children’s memories of growing up are 
accompanied by familiar flavours and warmth, full of security and 
anticipation. We make kitchens cleaner, bring families closer, and 
safeguard your and your family’s health.

4,200+ kitchen patents for kitchen appliance*—the industry leader 
in innovation.

Sell well in 30+ countries worldwide. 10,000+ family choose FOTILE 
every day.

Three major technological innovation centers around the world: 
Dusseldorf, Germany; Osaka, Japan; and Ningbo, China.

Revisor of international standards for range hood products.

*IEC 60335-2-31: “Safety of motor for Household Use and Similar Purposes/Special
  Requirements for Range hoods and Other Fume Extractor Appliances”

*Patents primarily in China

Enjoy your happy kitchen, and leave the rest to us.

FOTILE’s mission has always been “happiness”. We are determined 
to become the happy choice for kitchens worldwide.  

From 1996 to 2022, from China to the entire world, in 30+ countries 
and 17,000,000+ households.

FOTILE Tri-Ring Cooktops
23MJ/h Super Power

Unlock global flavours light up your world

www.fotile.com.au
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Leading your own
culinary journey with
absolute confidence

Here at FOTILE, we are driven by the belief that 

kitchen is the hub of any home.  It is a place where 

we celebrate life by concocting flavours, whether to 

feed our loved ones, or satisfy our own cravings.

This is the ethos that led us to the development of 

FOTILE Tri-Ring Cooktops：a cooker capable of 

handling all your cooking needs all at once. Flaming 

heat or gentle flicker every intensity level is executed 

by a smart digital programme to maximise precision, 

warrant you a carefree cheffing experience.
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Cooktops Features
More burners, less restrictions
Each FOTILE Tri-Ring Cooktops is equipped with rotary dial controls and auto ignition for 

maximum convenience, simply designed for a busy home kitchen. Above all, the cooktop boasts 

intricate layout meaning a huge range of capabilities catering to every type of cruise in the book.

Our specialty tri-ring flame design is engineered to guarantee a smoother cooking experience, 

allowing heat to be conducted evenly. Enjoy the infinite heat control with dials.
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Wide range of flame intensities 
the blaze that will blow you away
Whether you aspire for a healthy and balanced diet, or curious to expand 

your home menu, this high-tech cooktops offers various flame intensities 

matching all your culinary needs. From flamin’ juicy ribeye to slow cooked 

melt-in-your-mouth ragù Genovese. We believe your kitchen should always 

allow you to savour world delicacies at the comfort of your own home.

23MJ/h Super-Power
Professional kitchen level fiery intensity 

Perfect for sauté and searing

Lock in that freshness with high heat

14.5MJ/h Strong-Power 
Medium to high heat

Perfect for stir fry and daily use

Let your creativity run wild

6.5MJ/h Slow-Power
Low heat 

Perfect for sauce making and more

Slow and steady wins the taste

3.5MJ/h Subtle-Power
Subtle heat for the gentle touch

Perfect for slow cooking 

Tune in for a rich and tender bite
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23MJ/h

3.5MJ/h
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Trust in tech for peace of mind
Timer function that unbound you from the kitchen

When knocking up a ratatouille, or waiting for your lamb tagine to be slow-cooked, you no 

longer need to keep your eyes locked on the pan at all times.

In-built timer function, turn off the heat at your desired moment

Long press on ‘+’ or ‘-’ to activate timer and adjust to desired duration
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Keeping it clean has never been more straightforward

Iarge drip pan
Extra in size all-in-one drip pan, collecting 
max amount of food residue and spills throughout 
your cooking

Tempered Glass
Patented grease protection layer over the glass 
top, keeping your cleansing effort to a minimum 

Flame failure protection
Detecting when your flame goes out and 
automatically cut off gas supply
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3 Smooth control knobs
The knobs are made with special technology 
and feel silky smooth. It fits the hand movement by 
pressing and rotating.
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Tri-Ring Cooktop Technical Info Features

GLG90305

90cm gas cooktop

Black Tempered Glass

Cut-out dimensions (mm) 
816 (W) x 460 (D)
Product dimensions (mm) 
122 (H) x 900 (W) x 520 (D)

3 Burners
Intense 23 MJ/h to lock in flavours 
Tri-Ring burner provides the heat to simmer or stir-fry 
Cast iron supports keep pots and pans stable 
Durable, easy-to-clean ceramic glass surface 
Flame failure device
Fast ignition
Premium bronze burner head - Conducting
heat more efficiently 
Childproof knob
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Tri-Ring Cooktop Technical Info Features

GLG90505

90cm gas cooktop

Black Tempered Glass

Cut-out dimensions (mm) 
850 (W) x 490 (D) 
Product dimensions (mm) 
122 (H) x 900 (W) x 520 (D)

5 Burners
Intense 23 MJ/h to lock in flavours 
Tri-Ring burner provides the heat to simmer or stir-fry
Cast iron supports keep pots and pans stable 
Durable, easy-to-clean ceramic glass surface 
Flame failure device
Fast ignition
Premium bronze burner head - Conducting heat 
more efficiently 
Childproof knob
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Product Specification

Model

Burner Number

Gas Pressure(Pa)

Heating Load (NG,MJ/h)

Fast Ignition

Flame Failure Device (FFD)

Timer

Panel Material

Pan Support

Size(mm)(W×D)

Cut-out Size(mm)(W×D)

GLG90305

3

1000(NG)/2750(LPG)

L:23  R:14.5  M:6.5

Y

Y

Y，0-180mins

Tempered Glass

Iron

900*520

816*460

452mm

812mm

4
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m
m
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m

m

44mm 44mm

900mm

520mm

GLG90305
This side against the wall This side against the wall
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Product Specification

480mm

840mm
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m

m
20

m
m

30mm 30mm

900mm

520mm

GLG90505
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Model

Burner Number

Gas Pressure(Pa)

Heating Load (NG,MJ/h)

Fast Ignition

Flame Failure Device (FFD)

Timer

Panel Material

Pan Support

Size(mm)(W×D)

Cut-out Size(mm)(W×D)

GLG90505

5

1000(NG)/2750(LPG)

L:23  M-Upper:6.5  R-Upper:14.5 M-Down:3.3 R-Down: 6.5

Y

Y

Y，0-180mins

Tempered Glass

Iron

900*520

850*490


